ANTHONY   ED.EN
Whitehall with a cold, almost panic, determination set its
official mind to breaking the axis before the steel hajdened.
So we rushed to Stresa in order to denounce and to consider
Germany's unilateral repudiation of treaties. So we rushed
back from Stresa to enter into the Anglo-German naval agree-
ment—itself as gross a violation of the spirit if not the letter
of our pledged word as any since the war.
It was clever, it was realistic; but it had a tinge of con-
tinental chicanery which did not commend itself to the great
mass of the electorate. It pleased the permanent officials, but
it finally undermined Simon's position as interpreter of the
honesty of Britain's intentions, and put him at the head of
those on the list for Cabinet transfer.
One of Simon's final acts as Foreign Secretary—which,
one is bound to concede, had about it almost the quality of
aesthetic malice—was to send Anthony Eden to explain away
the Anglo-German naval treaty to France, and to compen-
sate Mussolini in East Africa.   Naturally enough Eden was
not well received either in Paris or Rome. That he was able
to put up a show at all  argues  much for the elasticity
of   his   conversational   technique.    There   was,   perhaps,
something to be said for his exploiting diplomatic illness
on this occasion.    The detente was not of his making-
why   should   he   be involved   in   the   odium   that   must
necessarily follow it?   Indeed, those who admire Anthony
Eden   for   his   ultimate   firmness   and   wonder   why   he
did   not   dig   his   heels   in   earlier,   might   do   better  to
stress this instance of complacency rather than the with-
drawal of sanctions when the personal gesture, though in-
finitely more flamboyant, would have had a less penetrating
political effect. For on this occasion not only did Eden have
to suffer Laval's peasant irony but also Mussolini's theatrical
wrath.  It was perhaps the most humiliating moment of his
career.   He was taking to Rome considerable concessions.
Abyssinia was to cede to Italy a portion of the Ogaden and to
receive from Great Britain an outlet to the sea at Zeila, in
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